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- Drive to Flickr (E)
- Flickr with Map Overlays (D)
- DisneyLand Race (A)
- World Photo Explorer (C)
- Kitten World (B)
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Map U/I Contest

- Drive to Flickr (E): 6%
- Flickr with Map Overlays (D): 11%
- DisneyLand Race (A): 26%
- World Photo Explorer (C): 29%
- Kitten World (B): 29%

Monday, November 8, 2010
User Interaction: Hardware for MT

Asst. Professor Donald J. Patterson
INF 133 Fall 2010
Community Core Vision

- Recorded Video
- Musical Squares
- Physics Demo
- Ripples
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• LED input
• Musical Squares
• Physics Demo
• Ripples
Community Core Vision

- Cheap Multi-Touch input
- Musical Squares
- Physics Demo
- Ripples

- Don’t forget TRACKDARK! in config.xml
Community Core Vision

- TUIO Simulator
- Musical Squares
- Physics Demo
- Ripples